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ABSTRACT: With the progress of times, bridges are not only for the transportation as the 

past but play multiple roles nowadays. People hope to combine the history, culture, land- scape 

and ecology together by bridge constructions and make bridges become a part of public art 

integrated into surrounding environments for improving the development of local tourism 

and business. The landscape bridge discussed in the paper is located at Gomei wetland, 

Qingshui Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan. It is a cable-stayed bridge with a double-arc plan 

shape and double-bridge towers, which is a pioneering bridge shape in Taiwan. Furthermore, 

due to its brilliant performance in harmony with the specific local environment and 

landscape, this bridge won several important engineering awards in Taiwan. Nevertheless, 

because of the specific geometry of bridge shape, more chal- lenges from complicated 

loading situations and structural analyses were encountered than before. Not only the bridge 

structural safety should be well considered but also the behaviour of bridge under local wind 

load needs to be fully considered. To simulate the various wind load conditions happened in 

the real situations, such as the effect in littoral zone and the north-east monsoon in winter, 

wind-tunnel test was adopted to make sure the further structural safety. 

This remarkable bridge was completed in March, 2016 and opened to public in Septem- ber, 

2016. Because of the nearby ecological protection area, the environmental supervi- sion was a 

very important issue during the construction period and it was crucial to plan an adequate 

construction strategy based on the field condition. Experiences derived from the design 

and construction steps in this landscape bridge are shared in this paper for engineers’ 

reference. 
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1. ORIGIN 

The origin of Gomei Wetland Landscape Bridge project could be explained as follows: 

To improve the overall landscape image around Gomei Wetland in Taiwan, a landscape bridge 
across Qingshui Sewer was planned to be built and beautify the roads along the river to estab- lish 
littoral landscape belong to Gomei Wetland. Therefore, Taichung City Government promoted this 
project to build the landscape characteristics of this area and revives the local tourism and the 
economy.  

2. LOCATION OF PROJECT 

This project is located at Qingshui Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan as shown in Fig.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Location of Gomei Wetland Landscape Bridge Project 

 

3. CONSIDERATION OF BRIDGE LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS 

There are four purposes of environmental issues for bridge landscape consideration, which can 

be illustrated as follows: 

1. Connection between spaces of river bank and ecology landscape: Use bicycle routes to 

connect the visual landscape and the river ecology landscape. 

2. Establishing local ecology landscape: Promoting ecological recreation network without any 

pollution and establishing local ecological landscapes by thematic design concepts. 

3. Adequate environmental device of ecological interaction for wetland area: A multi-func- 

tional platform of landscape bridge is established to promote the ecological conservation of 

wetland and to construct the environmental signage system. 

4. Friendly human ecological and intellectual space: Human intellectual space with low eco- 

logical impact is designed to become a place of environment educational cultivation. 

Considering the structural aesthetics and creativity in this project, the design concept of bridge was 

based on the space situation of Gomei Bridge and the sea embankment beside forests. People can 

feel the nature via sunshine, coast, wetland and natural ecology while walking on Gomei bridge 

and experience boundless landscape of river bank by wandering above the wet- land (see Fig.2). The 

bridge is regarded as a part of ecology in this design concept and provides the functions of footway, 

lookout points of sea gate, and bicycle route connections. This land- scape bridge becomes the main 

route of local recreation and tourism and connects the foot- way along the two sides of river. 

 

           
Figure 2. The completion photos of Gomei bridge 
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4. DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND FACTORS 

1. Satisfying the demand of overall landscape figure based on the structural safety of bridge. 

2. Any impact of wetland environmental protection region should be avoided during and after 

the bridge construction. 

3. Considering the traffic flow and the demand of bicycle route connection to improve the local 

tourism. 

4. Considering the position of bridge is at the sea gate of Qingshui Sewer, the bridge design 

without piers is the basic principle to reduce the hydrologic impacts. 

5. Detail planning of conditions, duration, and interfaces of construction 

6. Considering the traffic control during the construction (including the unobstructed trans- 

portation, transportation safety and possible impacts on surrounding environment). 

7. Considering the local wind effect and the related dynamic bridge behaviour. 

5. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 

This remarkable bridge is mainly a cable-stayed bridge with double curvature in the plan and double 

bridge towers in the elevation. The structural characteristics can be illustrated as fol- lows: 

1. Basic data of bridge: 

•     The length of bridge curvature is about 200 m and is about 265 m long including the middle 

double curve part. No pier exists for this bridge. 

 
Figure 3. The plan of Gomei Wetland Land Bridge 

 

 
Figure 4. The elevation of Gomei Wetland Land Bridge 
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 The section of main girder is a closed box type beam with depth of 1.85m. The depth of beam 

plus the bridge slab and pavement is 2.0m. The glass floor is designed for architec- tural 

aesthetics at joist portion. (The blue marked portion shown in Fig.3 is glass floor and other 

portion is concrete floor.) The width of bridge varies from 5.76m to 14.78m. A field shoring and 

lifting construction method are used for this project. The Ends of steel girder are both embedded 

in the abutments. Some positions of steel girder are designed as openings for longitudinal 

and transverse rebars passing through. These rebars are con- nected and welded with each 

abutment and piles to keep the fixed-end behaviour in the structural analysis model. 

 The section of bridge tower is circular type with outer diameter of 3.0~3.5m. The bridge tower is 

inclined backward and outward 15 degrees. Besides, to coordinate with the height of 

peripheral wind power tower, the vertical height of bridge tower is 65m. 

 Cable is 19-15.2mmψ steel strand. Because of the limits of hinterland, the position of anchor 

foundation is also limited and the pulled-back cable line of bridge tower is steeper. The 

material of outer casing for steel cable is HDPE and spiral lines of strand was designed to reduce 

the vibration caused by wind. 

 
Figure 5. The cross section of bridge 

2. Because of the ends of steel girder were embedded in the abutments and steel cables 

symmetrically arranged at the middle of bridge span, the torsional angle and stress are very 

minor after structural analysis. This kind of design not only reduces the difficulty of section 

analysis but also improves the safety and stability of steel girders during construc- tion. 

3. Due to the fix-end condition of ends of girders at the abutments, the temperature effect would 

change the curvature of steel girders and increase the internal transverse moment of the member. 

After the detailed structural analysis, the increase of internal transverse moment was still within 

the allowable stress range. However, this kind of steel girder de- formation would induce 

squashing and stretching effects occurring on the bridge slabs and railings. To avoid the failure 

caused by this kind of effect, the expansion joints were allo- cated for bridge slabs and railings 

every 5~6m. 

   
Figure 6. The photos of bridge tower, bridge slab, and railings 

4. Due to the fix-end condition of ends of girders at the abutments, larger negative moment would 

occur at the fix-end of steel girders. This kind of detrimental factor is eliminated by making the 

moment of girder well-distributed via adjusting the prestress of cables. Only 2~3 cables near 

abutments have much larger internal tension forces than others. 
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5. The analysis results of bridge include the structure analysis model (see fig. 7), the deflec- tion of 

dead loads + cable forces (see fig. 9) and the member moment distribution of dead loads + cable 

forces (see fig. 11~12). 
 

 
  Figure 7. Structure analysis model       Figure 8. Deflection of dead load 

 

 
    Figure 9. Deflection of dead load+cable force         Figure 10. Vertical moment of dead load+cable 

 
Figure 11. Transverse moment distribution of Figure 12. Torsion 

distribution of dead load + cable force                         dead load + cable force 

6. The cable stayed bridge is a flexible structure, and the displacement effect is more im- portant 

than the stress effect during the earthquake loading. After applying the static and dynamic 

earthquake loading to the bridge structure according to the specifications of High- way Bridge 

Design (Taiwan), this flexible structure with long period is not controlled during earthquake. For the 

bridge structure, how to restrain the displacement and prevent bridge from falling are the most 

important issues. If the bearings and restrainers are used for this bridge, large pull forces from 

torsion effect occurs at the bearings and the bridge structure becomes unstable. Therefore, the 

boundary condition of abutments at both sides are de- signed as fixed, and it is very effective and 

useful to increase the degrees of static indeter- minacy and to prevent bridge from falling down 

during the earthquake. The structure mode shape can be derived by dynamic analysis (see fig 

13~16). 

 

Figure 13. The deflection of 1st mode        Figure 14. The deflection of 2nd mode 
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Figure 15. The deflection of 3th mode Figure 16. The deflection of 4th mode 

Table 1. Frequency of each mode shape 

Mode Note Frequency（Hz） 

1st Mode﹐vertical fv1 0.5213 

2nd Mode﹐vertical fv2 0.6809 

1st Mode﹐transverse fn1 0.4818 

2nd Mode﹐transverse fn2 2.2658 

1st Mode﹐torsional ft1 1.2042 

2nd Mode﹐torsional ft2 1.8512 

7.  At the variation point of steel girder 

section, an appropriate extension is 

needed for webs, bottom flanges and 

stiffness plates at break points for the 

smooth stress transmission of steel 

girder to avoid the stress con- 

centration effect. 

 

 
 
     Figure 17. The details at variation point of steel girder 

8. In order to decrease the stress of bridge tower, the position and magnitude of pulled-back cables 

connecting to bridge towers are very important. The direction and magnitude of horizontal 

resultant need to be equal to the one of all cables before the bridge tower by adjusting the cables 

to decrease the stresses induced by unbalanced horizontal forces. 

9. Because of the special figure of bridge, the particular shape and arrangement of stiffness plates at 

anchor points between steel cables and bridge towers or girders mean the com- plexity of force 

transmission. Finite element method was used for understanding the mechanism of force 

transmission and checking stress concentration effects. After FEM analysis, the results reveal 

that the von Mises stress and axial pressure stress of elements at cable anchor areas were less than 

the allowable stress. 

   

 

10. Key Stated Laboratory of Research Institute of Structural Engineering and Disaster Re- duction 

of Shanghai Tongji University was entrusted to proceed monographic study of wind-resisting 

and structure model of Gomei Wetland Landscape Bridge. The dynamic and static wind-

resisting stability of this bridge design plan was inspected. The contents of specific study are 

listed as follows: 

Figure 18. Stress distribution 

of girder anchor point (1) 

Figure 19. Stress distribution 

of girder anchor point (2) 

Figure 20. Stress distribution 

of tower 
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a. Build the finite element model of overall bridge structure during operating and calcu- late the 
characteristics of structure dynamics. 

b. Design and build the overall aeroelastic model with 1:60 scale and this model can simulate 
the overall bridge during operating. Flow field contains uniform flows and turbulence flows; 
angles of attack includes 0˚, -3 ˚ and +3 ˚; deviation of wind are 0~180 ˚( interval is 15 ˚). 30 
blasting test conditions were completed in the wind-tun- nel test. 

c. Flutter stability of overall bridge structure 
during operation was tested and inspected via 
overall aeroelastic model in the wind- tunnel 
test. 

d. Wind-induced deflection responses of 
overall bridge structure during operation 
were tested and analyzed via  the aeroe- 
lastic model in the wind-tunnel test. 

 
Figure 21. Overall aeroelastic model of Gomei 

Wet land Landscape Bridge 

According to different deviations of wind and angles of attack, 30 blasting test conditions were 

completed in the wind-tunnel test. The critical flutter wind velocity of each blast test condition were 

shown in Table 2. The test results reveal that the critical flutter wind velocity of the bridge is larger than 

the test flutter wind velocity and it means that the flutter stability satisfied the design requirement. 
 

Table 2. Critical flutter wind velocity and blast test conditions in the wind-tunnel test 
 

 
No. of condition 

 
Structure status 

 
Flow filed 

 

Deviation of 

wind β 

 
Angle of wind α 

Flutter wind velocity (m/s)  
Wind velocity for real bridge (m/s) 

model bridge 

C-1  
 
 
 

Overall bridge 

 
 
 
 

Uniform field 

0° +3°  
 
 

>9.0 

 
 
 

>69.7 

 
 

 
49.4 

C-2 0° 0° 

C-3 0° -3° 

C4-C14- 15°~165° 0° 

C15 180° +3° 

C16 180° 0° 

C17 180° -3° 

C18-C30 Turbulence field 0°-180° 0° \ \ 

In the uniform & turbulence field and turbulence field wind-tunnel test of overall bridge struc- ture, no 

obvious vertical curve and torsional vortex vibration of main girders is observed. 

 
6. OUTLINE OF CONSTRUCTION 

This project started at June, 2014 and was completed in March, 2016. Open to traffic in Sep- tember, 

2016. To avoid the impacts on the ecological wetland region, regular supervisions and controls of 

water, noises and ecological species were executed in this project. 

As to the steel construction, 3D drawing skill was adopted for the steel shop drawing because of the 

complexity of steel girders. All the steel shop drawings needed to be confirmed with the design and 

supervision team before completing expansion drawings. In the construction site, the construction of 

temporary bridge and supporting frames were used when proceeding lift- ing operations. Besides, to 

assure the accuracy of construction, construction workers should give feedbacks to the measurements 

for the follow-up modification of shop drawings. All the lifting operation went smoothly except in the 

short typhoon period. For the construction of bridge tower, the segments of bridge tower were 

connected by field welding. Considering the wind speed and the danger of aerial work, an inside single 

bevel groove welding was adopted for the connections of segments. Construction workers could work 

inside the bridge tower to make sure the safety of workers and the quality of welding. 
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Figure 22. Abutment foundation    Figure 23. Anchor frame of tower    Figure 24. Pre-installation of steel 

   

    Figure 25. Lifting of steel girder (1)     Figure 26. Lifting operation of girder (2)    Figure 27. Lifting operation of tower 

However, the construction period of steel cable installation was the season of strong northeast monsoon. 

The installation of steel cable and outer casing were often shut down because of the larger wind 

velocity. After the installation of steel cable and outer casing, the follow-up prestress operation went 

very smoothly and was completed within less than 5 days. Besides, the construction of bridge slabs, 

railings, decorations and AC pavements are also completed according to the construction plan. 

 

  

Figure 28. Installation of cable Figure 29. Construction of bridge slab 

7. CONCLUSION 

With the progress of times, people pay more attentions of the demand of bridge figure than in the 

past. How to combine the structure safety, beauty and creativity together is a very im- portant issue 

for engineers. Due to the special geometry of landscape figure in this project, additional 

considerations including decreasing the torsional effect of steel girders, fully under- standing of the 

dynamic behaviour of wind load and the reinforcement of steel members at local stress concentration 

areas were needed in the structure design. Experiences derived from the design and construction steps in 

this project are shared in this paper for engineers’ refer- ence. 
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